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Working papers dealing with research in accounting history are published on an irregular basis by the Academy. A complimentary copy of each working paper issued during a fiscal year is available to members upon request during the year the working paper is printed. The most recent working papers are:

No. 72, "Luca Pacioli and Piero Della Francesca," by Ernest Stevelinck (Belgium).

No. 73, "History of College and University Accounting and Auditing," by Dale L. Flesher (University of Mississippi) and Zabihollah Rezaee (University of Detroit).


Copies of working papers produced in prior years are available to members at a nominal cost of $2 each.

Papers for possible inclusion in the Working Paper Series are reviewed by at least two members of the eight-member review board. Manuscripts should be submitted in triplicate, typed on 8-1/2 x 11 inch paper, and double spaced. Footnotes and bibliography should be in the style used by *The Accounting Historians Journal*. Manuscripts ranging from 8 to 30 pages are deemed most appropriate for this series. An abstract of approximately 200 words should accompany the manuscript. Papers should be submitted to:

Dr. Rasoul H. Tondkar, Editor  
School of Business  
VA Commonwealth University  
Richmond, VA 23284 USA

Three bound volumes containing the first 60 working papers published by the Academy are also available. Volume I contains the first 20 working papers, Volume II contains papers 21-40, and Volume III contains papers 41-60. Volume IV will be published as soon as five more papers have been accepted (the Academy budget for 1989 includes the printing of Volume IV). The first three volumes are available to members at $7.50 each. The price to nonmembers is $15.00 per volume. Order from: The Academy of Accounting Historians, School of Accounting, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 USA.

KEN ELVIK STEPS DOWN AS TREASURER

Kenneth Elvik of Iowa State University relinquished the position of Academy treasurer after four years of service. He is replaced by Ross Tondkar of Virginia Commonwealth University.